Catastrophe Analyst
Who we are?
Aon Impact Forecasting is a team of scientists, developers and a client services colleagues together developing and supporting
catastrophe models for various natural and man-made perils including flood, wind storm, earthquake, fire or terrorism.

Your main tasks will include:
Work closely with Catastrophe Insight team to prepare our Cat Reports
Global role with specific focus on EMEA and APAC that provides assistance to brokers and clients
Aid in the development and deployment of real-time & standard catastrophe model solutions
Develop and conduct statistical analysis to determine natural disaster loss trends
Conduct research to strengthen Aon’s historical reanalysis natural disaster loss database
Integration of climate change research into actionable solutions for Impact Forecasting & Aon
To be able to better understand the role, simply, we are looking for a technical person with interest in above to become and grow
as an expert in the field of property and motor damage caused by any type of inundation.

To apply for this offer, you should have:
Degree in Meteorology or a related Earth Science field
Understanding of global weather & climate trends with an emphasis on EMEA and APAC and forecasting abilities utilizing
numerical weather models and satellite data
Technical writing and editing skills & be able to communicate clearly in a written and verbal manner
Analytical skills with a background in data analysis & interpretation / delivery of statistical info
Prior exposure or familiarity with the insurance industry is an advantage
Familiarity with Microsoft Office, ArcGIS, Adobe Suite, Tableau, Google Earth
Applications are available for candidates with valid work permit in CZ

What we can offer:
Interesting and varied role, where you can gain highly focused
expertise with a significant market value and with continuous
and on-going international training programme
Opportunity to work for a market leader
in the global reinsurance and
insurance industry
Contact: lenka.hralova@aon.cz

